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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAT14-XXXX0-030 10-30 125 1250-3750
11.75 x 47.75 

x 4.33

IAT22-XXXX0-036 10-36 129 1291-4650
23.75 x 23.75 

x 4.33

IAT24-XXXX0-058 15-58 125 1875-7250
23.75 x 47.75 

x 4.33

Now with hinged panel making installation even easier!

Ductless HVAC venting

120-277 ✓>.98 <20 84 70,000+ ETL

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Designed and Assembled in the USA
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers, PWM dimmer, and 

(most) 10v smart sensors

Allows power settings for maximizing Return on 
Investment (ROI)

X☐☐X0 = Kelvin: 

XXX☐0 = Control: 

3500K 
4000K 
5000K

Smart Sensor: High Frequency 5.8GHz CW or PIR. 26 ft. maxiumum sensing @ 8 ft./360° and maximum height of 20 ft. It offers On/Off and On/Dim function at 
100%/0% or 100%/10% or 30%. Offering Daylight harvest function as well.

Volumetric 
IATXX-S2

X = Smart Sensor | b = Emergency Battery Backup | 0 = N/A

Surface Mount and pendant options available (5.5-
Inch depth)

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Watt-Selectable LED Volumetric Troffer (1x4, 2x2, 2x4)
Patented

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

0 = NA | U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | P = Pendant  Kit (Box with 
cables) | C = Pendant Suspension Cable

Component access from underside

☐XXX0 = Mounting: 

The most advanced LED recessed troffer fixture on the market. It can be ordered with Smart 
Sensor control, allowing for even greater power savings. It includes 0-10v, 1-10v, and, PWM 
dimming functions and incorporates Invictus Lighting's patented watt selectable control 
system, making this the only troffer available with the ability to quickly set or reset the 
luminaire max wattage and light output at the fixture level. If more, or less, light is needed, it 
can be adjusted on the spot by simply selecting the wattage desired. This also allows for 
optimizing, and accurately calculating, and even modifying the time line of of the ROI. Easily 
install in T-bar ceiling, solid ceilings, or as a pendant (using appropriate kits). All components 
are accessible from below the ceiling plane. The LED emitter panel and driver can easily be 
replaced and is even future upgradeable! Offered with air  venting for use with ductless HVAC. 
The new series 2 model adds the benefits of much higher efficacy, and with the watt controller 
hidden within the housing to prevent unauthorized adjustment of the system, and has a new U-
groove design which resists debris and insects from being trapped in the lens.

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Watt-Selectable LED Volumet-
Watt-Selectable LED Volumet-
Watt-Selectable LED Volumet-
Watt-Selectable LED Vol-
Watt-Selectable LED Vol-

Watt-Selectable LED Vol-
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAP14-XXX00-040 131 1310-5240
11.75 x 47.75 x 

.5

IAP22-XXX00-040 1304-5216
23.75 x 23.75 x 

.5

IAP24-XXX00-060 20-60 2608-7824
23.75 x 47.75 x 

.5

Skylight 
IAPXX-S2

130.4

Ultra thin for thight installation situations

Watt-Selectable Flat Panel (2x2, 1x4, 2x4)
Patented

✓
10-40

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

These LED drop-ceiling flat panel light fixtures feature Invictus Lighting our patented watt 
selectable control system, and very high efficacies, reaching over 130 LpW! It eliminates 
the risk of purchasing & installing the incorrect fixture wattage or light output. Should 
more or less illumination be desired, simply adjust the fixture for the correct power/light 
level. These are the only flat panel lights available that allows for selecting the exact 
wattage desired, with the ability to custom tune each area for maximizing savings and 
optimizing of the ROI. Wall dimmers can be used, however the watt selector limits the 
max output to the desired level.  Light is uniform throughout the entire fixture. It can be 
used as a direct replacement of existing fluorescent troffer lights, or for new construction 
installation offering a clean, tidy appearance. They are universal voltage input (120-
277vac), and are housed in a thin profile, yet sturdy structure assuring easy installation 
and are excellent when extra clearance is required above the ceiling due to HVAC, pipes, 
and beams that could interfere with mounting depth. The perfect troffer solution!

120-277
4000K 
5000K

Multiple mounting options

0.92 0.12 50,000+ UL82

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & PC/PMMA 
lens

Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers, PWM dimmer, and 
(most) 10v smart sensors

Allows power settings for maximizing Return on 
Investment (ROI)

☐XX00 = Mounting: 

X☐☐00 = Kelvin: 

0 = NA | U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | Y = Hanging Box | C = Pendant 
Suspension Cable

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Watt-Selectable Flat Panel (2x2, 
Watt-Selectable Flat Panel (2x2, 
Watt-Selectable Flat Panel 
Watt-Selectable Flat Panel (2x2, 
Watt-Selectable Flat Panel 

Watt-Selectable Flat Panel 
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Wattage Voltage PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours)

15
11.22 x 11.22 x 

.393

36
11.22 x 47.05 x 

.393

36
23.43 x 23.43 x 

.393

48
5.61 x 47.05 x 

393

60
23.43 x 47.05 x 

.393
IRP24-XCCXN-060

Color (CCT)

RGBW

Model

IRP11-XCCXN-015

IRP14-XCCXN-036

IRP22-XCCXN-036

IRP04-XCCXN-048

<15 82 50,000+100-240 >.9

☐CCIN = Mounting: 0 = NA | U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | Y = Hanging Box | C = Pendant 
Suspension Cable

XCC☐N = Control: Q = Standard/Handheld | W = Wall Mounted Control | R = Battery/Wireless 
Wall Mounted Control | E = Mobile Device/WIFI

Remote control for color programing (DMX 
compatible)

Uniform light distribution across the entire luminaire 
surface 

Red, Green, Blue, and true White; full visible 
spectrum

Solid ceiling mounting option with kit*

White temperature: 
3000K – 5000K

Pendant installation option with kit*

3 control options, See Page 7
Includes Handheld Remote, Optional Wall Mounted Control, and Wifi Mobile App (Not 

Compatible with Handheld or Wall Mount Controls).

RGBW 
Panel IRPXX-

S1

RGBW LED Flat Panel
1x1, 1x4, .5x4, 2x2, & 2x4 Fixtures

RGBW (Red, Green, Blue, White) LED Flat Panels offer a wide range of user-friendly 
options. RGBW provides access to true white light, unlike standard RGB. Users can 
freely adjust the light output and color via the provided RF remote control. You can 
dim and brighten, change from shades of color and white, or even control the speed 
of phasing through the color spectrum at the touch of a button! The Skylight RGBW 
Series is also DMX compatible, allowing for more in-depth programing of patterns, 
light chasing, alternative phasing, flashing, etc., giving the customer the choice to use 
their preferred DMX system.

Wattage Voltage PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours)

15
11.22 x 11.22 x 

.393

36
11.22 x 47.05 x 

.393

36
23.43 x 23.43 x 

.393

48
5.61 x 47.05 x 

393

60
23.43 x 47.05 x 

.393
IRP24-XCCXN-060

Color (CCT)

RGBW

Model

IRP11-XCCXN-015

IRP14-XCCXN-036

IRP22-XCCXN-036

IRP04-XCCXN-048

<15 82 50,000+100-240 >.9

☐CCIN = Mounting: 0 = NA | U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | Y = Hanging Box | C = Pendant 
Suspension Cable

XCC☐N = Control: Q = Standard/Handheld | W = Wall Mounted Control | R = Battery/Wireless 
Wall Mounted Control | E = Mobile Device/WIFI

Remote control for color programing (DMX 
compatible)

Uniform light distribution across the entire luminaire 
surface 

Red, Green, Blue, and true White; full visible 
spectrum

Solid ceiling mounting option with kit*

White temperature: 
3000K – 5000K

Pendant installation option with kit*

3 control options, See Page 7
Includes Handheld Remote, Optional Wall Mounted Control, and Wifi Mobile App (Not 

Compatible with Handheld or Wall Mount Controls).

RGBW 
Panel IRPXX-

S1

RGBW LED Flat Panel
1x1, 1x4, .5x4, 2x2, & 2x4 Fixtures

RGBW (Red, Green, Blue, White) LED Flat Panels offer a wide range of user-friendly 
options. RGBW provides access to true white light, unlike standard RGB. Users can 
freely adjust the light output and color via the provided RF remote control. You can 
dim and brighten, change from shades of color and white, or even control the speed 
of phasing through the color spectrum at the touch of a button! The Skylight RGBW 
Series is also DMX compatible, allowing for more in-depth programing of patterns, 
light chasing, alternative phasing, flashing, etc., giving the customer the choice to use 
their preferred DMX system.

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

RGBW LED Flat Panel 1x1, 
RGBW LED Flat Panel 
RGBW LED Flat Panel 1x1, 

Unity Model

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Wattage Voltage PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours)

15
11.22 x 11.22 x 

.393

36
11.22 x 47.05 x 

.393

36
23.43 x 23.43 x 

.393

48
5.61 x 47.05 x 

393

60
23.43 x 47.05 x 

.393
IRP24-XCCXN-060

Color (CCT)

RGBW

Model

IRP11-XCCXN-015

IRP14-XCCXN-036

IRP22-XCCXN-036

IRP04-XCCXN-048

<15 82 50,000+100-240 >.9

☐CCIN = Mounting: 0 = NA | U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | Y = Hanging Box | C = Pendant 
Suspension Cable

XCC☐N = Control: Q = Standard/Handheld | W = Wall Mounted Control | R = Battery/Wireless 
Wall Mounted Control | E = Mobile Device/WIFI

Remote control for color programing (DMX 
compatible)

Uniform light distribution across the entire luminaire 
surface 

Red, Green, Blue, and true White; full visible 
spectrum

Solid ceiling mounting option with kit*

White temperature: 
3000K – 5000K

Pendant installation option with kit*

3 control options, See Page 7
Includes Handheld Remote, Optional Wall Mounted Control, and Wifi Mobile App (Not 

Compatible with Handheld or Wall Mount Controls).

RGBW 
Panel IRPXX-

S1

RGBW LED Flat Panel
1x1, 1x4, .5x4, 2x2, & 2x4 Fixtures

RGBW (Red, Green, Blue, White) LED Flat Panels offer a wide range of user-friendly 
options. RGBW provides access to true white light, unlike standard RGB. Users can 
freely adjust the light output and color via the provided RF remote control. You can 
dim and brighten, change from shades of color and white, or even control the speed 
of phasing through the color spectrum at the touch of a button! The Skylight RGBW 
Series is also DMX compatible, allowing for more in-depth programing of patterns, 
light chasing, alternative phasing, flashing, etc., giving the customer the choice to use 
their preferred DMX system.
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety Energy 
Star

ISDFU-XXXXX-006 6 110 660 83

ISDFU-XXXXX-011 11 99 1210 83

ISDFU-XXXXX-013 13 108 1430 80

ISDFU-XXXXX-018 17.5 104 1925 83

UL Yes

C = Clear | F = Frosted

120-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

1 <20

Eliminates risk of purchasing the incorrect size 
Down Light

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options
120-277v Line input or

120v line dimmable option

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

XXX☐X = Opening Size: 8 = 5in. - 8in. | 12 = 6in. - 12.5in. 

XXXX☐ = Mounting: D = Drop Ceiling | Q = Solid Ceiling

☐XXXX = Lens: 

Unifit 
Downlight 

ISD-S1

Universal Fit Recessed Downlight
Patented

This new Patented Down Light product can be used in any situation a recessed can-
type fixture is desired, or an existing recessed can light is to be replaced. It is one of 
the most user friendly recessed fixtures available on the market. It does not require a 
can type housing or extra bracketry and is able to be installed in almost any ceiling 
(including drop ceilings with appropriate Invictus kit) with as little as 4.75” clearance! 
This fixture offers universal voltage (120v-227v) input or line dimming options. It 
eliminates the risk of purchasing the incorrect size fixture. This new concept allows a 
single downlight fixture to fit and replace a multitude of existing size downlight 
openings. It can be used in ceiling openings from 5” to 8” or 6” up to 12.5” (For HID). 
A true “One Size Fits All” solution that provides a long lifespan, aesthetically pleasing 
design that is installer friendly and environmentally sound.

Universal fit
(5”-8” or 6"-12.5" openings)

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Patent Pending ceiling installation kit, for direct-to-
panel, drop ceiling mounting options available

5"-8" or 6"-
12.5" Openings

4.75" Height
70,000+

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Universal Fit Recessed Down-
Universal Fit Recessed 
Universal Fit Recessed 
Universal Fit Recessed 
Universal Fit Recessed Down-

Unity Model

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety Energy 
Star

ISDCA-XXXXX-010 10 930 93 50000

ISDCA-XXXXX-019 19 1653 29 40000

ISDZA-XXXXX-010 10 930 93 50000

ISDZA-XXXXX-019 19 1653 92 40000

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 

XXX☐X = Mounting: 

Universal fit
(5”-8” or 6”-12.5” openings for HID)

Repostionable light beam,
tilting up to 35°

Patent Pending ceiling installation kit, for direct-
to-panel, drop ceiling mounting options available

120-277

3000K 
4000K 
5000K

93 0.97

C = Clear | F = Frosted

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

D = Drop Ceiling | Q = Solid Ceiling

Eliminates risk of purchasing the incorrect size Down 
Light

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options
Universal 120-277v input (ISDZA) or 120v line 

dimming (ISDCA)

20%

Unifit-S1

Universal Fit Recessed Adjustable-Eyeball Downlight
Patented

One of the most effective, user-friendly, widest range of applications downlight ever 
created! This new product can be used in any situation a recessed can-type fixture is 
desired, or an existing recessed can light is to be replaced. Offering universal input 
and universal mounting, with the ability to tilt the light up to a 35° angle. It does not 
require a can type housing and is able to be installed in almost any ceiling (including 
drop ceilings with appropriate Invictus kit), with as little as 4.75” clearance! This new 
concept allows one single downlight fixture to replace a multitude of various existing 
downlights. It will fit virtually any opening from 5” to 8” (6” to 12.5” HID). A true 
“One Size Fits All” solution that provides a long lifespan, aesthetically pleasing design 
that is installer friendly and environmentally sound.

5" - 8" 
Openings

4.35" Height
UL Yes

120 
Dimming

XXXX☐ = Opening Size: A = 5in - 8in | B = 6in - 12.5in

☐XXXX = Lens: 

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Unity Model

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Univeral Fit Recessed Adjust-
Univeral Fit Recessed Ad-
Univeral Fit Recessed Adjust-
Univeral Fit Recessed Ad-
Univeral Fit Recessed Ad-

Univeral Fit Recessed Ad-
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety Energ
y Star

ISDVO-XXXX0-018 18 90 1620 0.95

ISDVO-XXXX0-027 27 88 2376 0.98

ISDVO-XXXX0-040 40 85 3400 0.99

ISDVO-S1

Universal Fit Recessed Indoor/Outdoor Downlight (Damp Location)
Patented

This new Patented Down Light product can be used in any situation a recessed can-
type fixture is desired, or an existing recessed can light is to be replaced. It is one of 
the most user friendly recessed fixtures available on the market. It does not require a 
can type housing or extra bracketry and is able to be installed in almost any ceiling 
(including drop ceilings with appropriate Invictus kit). This fixture offers universal 
voltage (120v-227v) input or line dimming options. It eliminates the risk of purchasing 
the incorrect size fixture. This new concept allows a single downlight fixture to fit and 
replace a multitude of existing size downlight openings. It can be used in ceiling 
openings from 5” to 8” (or 6” to 12.5”, for HID). A true “One Size Fits All” solution that 
provides a long lifespan, aesthetically pleasing design that is installer friendly and 
environmentally sound.

100-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

82

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options 120-277v Line input with line dimmable options

X☐☐X0 = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Patent Pending ceiling installation kit, for direct-to-
panel, drop ceiling mounting options available

Eliminates risk of purchasing the incorrect size Down 
Light

Universal fit
5” - 8” or 6” - 12.5”

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

U = Universal Input (120-277v) | A = AC line dimming (120v) (Special Order 
Only)XXX☐0 = Voltage: 

☐XXX0 = Mounting: D = Drop Ceiling | Q = Solid Ceiling

CRI

5"-8" or 6"-
12.5" Openings

4.75" Height
50,000+ UL Yes

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Universal Recessed Down-
Universal Recessed Down-

Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety Energy 
Star

ISDIN-4XXX0-009 9 81.1 729.9

ISDIN-4XXX0-012 12 84.2 973.2

3000K 
4000K 
5000K

93 5.04 (Dia.)*2.45

PF

This new 4 Inch Downlight retrofit can be used in most 4 inch recessed can-type 
fixtures. It is built with thermal cooling fins for greater lifespan. It is one of the most 
user friendly recessed retrofits available on the market, and is able to be installed 
directly into most any recessed can-light bracketry. This fixture is offered in 120v line 
dimming, and universal voltage (120v-227v) input is optional. This single downlight 
retrofit can be used with most brand downlights. This retrofit provides a long 
lifespan, aesthetically pleasing design, is installer friendly, and environmentally 
sound.

120-347V 
AC

0.97 36000 UL Yes

Downlight

LED 4-Inch Downlight Retrofit

4☐☐X0 = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation 
or hazardous mercury 

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

4XX☐0 = Voltage: U = Universal Input (120-277v) | L = 120-277v Line voltage/10v dimming

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & hardened 
lens

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Unity Model



Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Light Name

Unity Model

Outdoor
Indoor DLC

WattSelector?

UL
ETL
BAA

ES
RGB(W)

Wattage Voltage CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours)

6

15

18

5" - 8" 
Openings x 

2.29 (h)

PF

>0.5 50000>80
Red Green Blue

CCT: 2700K-6500K

3 control option
Handheld Remote, Wall Mounted Control, and Wifi Mobile App

☐CCXN = Opening Size: 8 = 5in. - 8in. | 12 = 6in. - 12.5in. 

XCC☐N = Mounting: D = Drop Ceiling | Q = Solid Ceiling

Remote control for color programing
(DMX compatible)

Uniform light distribution across the entire luminaire 
surface 

Red, Green, Blue, and CCT Solid ceiling mounting option with kit*

White temperature: 
2700K – 6000K

IRDFU-XCCXN-015

IRDFU-XCCXN-018

AC 
100~240V

Model Color (CCT)

IRDFU-XCCXN-006

RGBW 
Downlight

RGB-CCT LED Universal Downlights
Patented

This new RGB-CCT Universal Downlight is one of the best color change products in the 
industry! Not only does it offer full color illumination, it offers "white" light as well. 
This product allows a choice of any kelvin (CCT White light) from 2700K up to 6000K! 
On top of this, color and white light can be combined to create any intensity of 
saturation. If a color is too rich, it can be muted with white light. As well, you can now 
have any "color" of white light outside of common kelvin ranges. Incorporating 
Frequency Sharing means that all lights programmed to the same channel will be 
synchronized, even during phasing and color hopping modes! When set to 5000K 
white settings it provides 1,501 lumens. Finally a color-change downlight that 
complies with UL, NEC, and other safety requirements. It is made with quality 
components and materials, and is corrosion resistant. This is the color-change 
downlight you have been waiting for.

Wattage Voltage CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours)

6

15

18

5" - 8" 
Openings x 

2.29 (h)

PF

>0.5 50000>80
Red Green Blue

CCT: 2700K-6500K

3 control option
Handheld Remote, Wall Mounted Control, and Wifi Mobile App

☐CCXN = Opening Size: 8 = 5in. - 8in. | 12 = 6in. - 12.5in. 

XCC☐N = Mounting: D = Drop Ceiling | Q = Solid Ceiling

Remote control for color programing
(DMX compatible)

Uniform light distribution across the entire luminaire 
surface 

Red, Green, Blue, and CCT Solid ceiling mounting option with kit*

White temperature: 
2700K – 6000K

IRDFU-XCCXN-015

IRDFU-XCCXN-018

AC 
100~240V

Model Color (CCT)

IRDFU-XCCXN-006

RGBW 
Downlight

RGB-CCT LED Universal Downlights
Patented

This new RGB-CCT Universal Downlight is one of the best color change products in the 
industry! Not only does it offer full color illumination, it offers "white" light as well. 
This product allows a choice of any kelvin (CCT White light) from 2700K up to 6000K! 
On top of this, color and white light can be combined to create any intensity of 
saturation. If a color is too rich, it can be muted with white light. As well, you can now 
have any "color" of white light outside of common kelvin ranges. Incorporating 
Frequency Sharing means that all lights programmed to the same channel will be 
synchronized, even during phasing and color hopping modes! When set to 5000K 
white settings it provides 1,501 lumens. Finally a color-change downlight that 
complies with UL, NEC, and other safety requirements. It is made with quality 
components and materials, and is corrosion resistant. This is the color-change 
downlight you have been waiting for.

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

RGB-CCT LED Universal 
RGB-CCT LED Universal 
RGB-CCT LED Universal 

Unity Model

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Wattage Voltage CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours)

6

15

18

5" - 8" 
Openings x 

2.29 (h)

PF

>0.5 50000>80
Red Green Blue

CCT: 2700K-6500K

3 control option
Handheld Remote, Wall Mounted Control, and Wifi Mobile App

☐CCXN = Opening Size: 8 = 5in. - 8in. | 12 = 6in. - 12.5in. 

XCC☐N = Mounting: D = Drop Ceiling | Q = Solid Ceiling

Remote control for color programing
(DMX compatible)

Uniform light distribution across the entire luminaire 
surface 

Red, Green, Blue, and CCT Solid ceiling mounting option with kit*

White temperature: 
2700K – 6000K

IRDFU-XCCXN-015

IRDFU-XCCXN-018

AC 
100~240V

Model Color (CCT)

IRDFU-XCCXN-006

RGBW 
Downlight

RGB-CCT LED Universal Downlights
Patented

This new RGB-CCT Universal Downlight is one of the best color change products in the 
industry! Not only does it offer full color illumination, it offers "white" light as well. 
This product allows a choice of any kelvin (CCT White light) from 2700K up to 6000K! 
On top of this, color and white light can be combined to create any intensity of 
saturation. If a color is too rich, it can be muted with white light. As well, you can now 
have any "color" of white light outside of common kelvin ranges. Incorporating 
Frequency Sharing means that all lights programmed to the same channel will be 
synchronized, even during phasing and color hopping modes! When set to 5000K 
white settings it provides 1,501 lumens. Finally a color-change downlight that 
complies with UL, NEC, and other safety requirements. It is made with quality 
components and materials, and is corrosion resistant. This is the color-change 
downlight you have been waiting for.
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC/E
S

ISCYM-XXXXX-013 13 92 1196
3.78 (Dia.) x 

5.71 (H)

ISCYM-XXXXX-022 22 83 2024
4.73 (Dia.) x 6.3 

(H)

ISCYM-XXXXX-032 32 91 2944
5.91 (Dia.) x 

7.29 (H)

ISCYM-XXXXX-042 42 95 3864
7.09 (Dia.) x 8.27 

(H)

Cylinder-S2

LED Cylinder Light

CRI

This LED cylinder light allows downlighting from a hanging pendant option, or via 
surface mounted location. It provides a unique aesthetic quality and drops the light 
to achieve greater foot candles at lower points, and provides a way to get the light at 
the same level with obstructions or beams, so as to help minimize the shadowing of 
such protrusions. This fixture contains no mercury and requires no special handling, 
easy to install, provides crisp clean illumination, is very energy efficient, and will 
provide years of worry-free lighting, all in an attractive package.

No No

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation 
or hazardous mercury

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee

Very high efficacy and color rendering Fixture comes in white, black, and silver

High Color Render Index brings out vibrant, near 
true, color

100-277V
200-240V

3000K 
4000K 
6000K

0.90+ 90 50,000+

Direct to ceiling mounting

Redundant circuitry providing light even with a 
COB circuit failure

Can be used as a pendant light

☐XXXX = Lens: C = Clear | F = Frosted | T = Tight Beam

XXX☐X = Mounting: 

XXXX☐ = Housing: 

0 = NA | P = Pendant  Kit (Box with cables)

W = White | S = Silver | B = Black

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 60 = 6000KX☐☐XX = Kelvin: 

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAL4M-XXXXX-038 10-38 134 1340-5092
48.27 x 2.96 x 

4.3

IAL8M-XXXXX-080 20-80 138 2760-11040
94.49 x 2.96 x 

4.3

50,000+ ETL ✓

XXXL☐ = Control: N = No Sensor | M = Motion timer | P = Photocell | A = Auto-dim | 2 = 
Photocell/Motion timer | 4 = Photocell/Motion timer/Auto-dim

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Patented Watt Selectable Control System Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Eliminates risk of purchasing wrong power/light 
level fixture

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury

120-277
4000K 
5000K

0.9 20% 80

Works with most 0-10v based sensors Works with most 0-10v and 1-10v wall dimmers

One fixture, many uses

☐XXLX = Mounting: 0 = NA | U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | Z = Suspension Chain

X☐☐LX = Kelvin: 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Linear Wrap 
IALX-S2

Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Patented

This new Linear Pendant Light utilizes super high efficiency emitters for high lumen 
output. It incorporates our Patented Watt Selector allowing each fixture to be 
adjusted for maximum efficiency, allowing for optimization of the ROI. It eliminates 
the risk of purchasing and installing the incorrect power/light level fixture. If more, or 
less, illumination is desired, it can be immediately adjusted on-site. This new concept 
in lighting can be used for a multitude of lighting replacements, from work lights to 
kitchen applications. It is built for long life and durability and offers high efficacies. 
This fixture is easy to install, esthetically pleasing and will provide many years of 
maintenance free illumination. A ‘One size fits many’ application, solution.

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Watt-Selectable LED Linear

Watt-Selectable LED Linear
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAB14-XXXXX-165 45-165 135 6075-22275
23.82 x 23.82 x 

2.95

IAB22-XXXXX-200 50-200 132 6600-26400
43.54 x 14.17 x 

2.95

IAB24-XXXXX-320 80-320 136
10880-
43520

43.54 x 23.82 x 
2.95

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options

☐XXXX = Lens: C = Clear | P = Prismatic

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K | 60 = 6000K

XXX☐X = Mounting: Z = Suspension Chain | C = Pendant Suspension Cable

XXXX☐ = Control: M = Motion timer | P = Photocell | A = Auto-dim | 2 = Photocell/Motion timer 
| 4 = Photocell/Motion timer/Auto-dim | 0 = N/A

60,000+ ETL ✓

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Sturdy construction, metal body
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

120-277

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 
6000K

800.9 0.2

Linear Bay 
IABXX-S2

Watt-Selectable LED Linear Bay Fixture
Patented

The IAB Series Linear Bay fixture is a new concept developed to replace and outperform all 
pre-existing bay lights: metal halide, sodium, mercury vapor, and fluorescent. This bay 
fixture incorporates a patented watt selectable control system that virtually eliminates the 
problem of choosing the incorrect light output or wattage for a project. Should a mistake 
be made, simply adjust the light to the desired output; problem solved! This bay light 
offers high efficacy and a wide distribution of light. It is created for extremely long life. 
Each IABSL series linear bay fixture allows for custom tailoring of the light intensity and 
provides power output management for optimizing a quicker Return On Investment (ROI) .

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Linear 
Watt-Selectable LED Linear 
Watt-Selectable LED Linear 
Watt-Selectable LED Linear 

Watt-Selectable LED Linear 
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IALV2-XXXX0-030 10-30 100-277
4000K 
5000K

146 1460-4380 0.903 0.142 82
25.79 x 3.35 x 

4.53
50,000+ UL ✓

IALV4-XXXX0-040 10-40 100-277
4000K 
5000K

141 1410-5640 0.942 0.1825 82.6
49.8 x 3.35 x 

4.53
50,000+ UL ✓

IALV4-XXXX0-060 15-60 100-277
4000K 
5000K

141 2115-8460 0.942 0.185 82.4
49.8 x 3.35 x 

4.53
50,000+ UL ✓

VAPTIGHT 
IALVX-S1

Watt-Selectable LED Vapor-Tight Linear Fixture
Patented

This traditional appearance vapor-tight linear fixture utilizes Invictus Lighting 
patented watt control system offering the ability to take the place of multiple existing 
luminaires. It can be wattage and output chosen from 10w – 40w (1120 – 4480 
lumens), to meet a wide range of lighting needs while optimizing the customer’s 
Return on Investment. If more or less illumination is desired, simply reset to meet the 
new requirement. It provides high efficacies and contains no hazardous materials 
such as mercury. It is built to be worry free lighting. The future of lighting, in a 
traditional type fixture. It is corrosion resistant, and offers 10v dimming, providing 
means for most 10v control systems.

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Patented technology and functions owned and 
developed by U.S. company

Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 
sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Sealed fixture, vapor tight

Component access from underside, future 
upgradable

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

☐XXXX = Mounting: U = Surface Mount (Optional Kit) | Z = Suspension Chain

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

XXX☐X = Control: N = No Sensor | 6 = Occupancy Sensor

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Page 12 Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IABCM-XXXXX-100 25-100 156.5
3912.5-
15650

0.936 82.4 9.93 x 7.88

IABCM-XXXXX-200 80-200 145.4
11632-
29080

0.947 11.62 x 8.1

IABCM-XXXXX-240 100-240 145.7
14570-
34968

0.937 15% 11.62 x 8.35

Smart Sensor: High Frequency 5.8GHz CW or PIR. 26 ft. maxiumum sensing @ 8 ft./360° and maximum height of 20 ft. It offers On/Off and On/Dim function at 
100%/0% or 100%/10% or 30%. Offering Daylight harvest function as well.

High strength design Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options Several distrabution options

☐XXXX = Light Beam Angle: A = 60° | B = 90° | C = 120°

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

XXX☐X = Voltage: H = High Voltage (347-480v) | L = 120-277v Line voltage/10v dimming

XXXX☐ = Control: X = Smart Sensor | 0 = N/A

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI)
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Gen 2 UFO 
IABC-S2

Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO LED High Bay
Patented

This new concept in bay light technology takes high efficiency lighting to a new level. 
Utilizing Invictus’ Patented Watt Selectable Control System allowing a single fixture to 
replace a range of existing lights. If more, or less light is desired, it can be adjusted on 
the spot. It allows for the maximizing and optimization of the ROI, and eliminates the 
risk associated with choosing, purchasing, and installing of incorrect wattage fixtures. 
It greatly reduces energy cost, the unit size, while increasing light output and unit 
lifespan. This luminaire can be used for interior and exterior applications such as for 
warehouse, gymnasiums, flood lighting, mast, and sport lighting uses. This product 
will provide many years of worry-free illumination in an aesthetically pleasing, very 
heavy-duty construction. All these advantages, and environmentally friendly.

120-277, 
347-480

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 82.2

120,000+ UL ✓
0.133

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO 
Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO 
Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO 
Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO 

Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO 
Watt-Selectable Gen. 2 UFO 

Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IA1R2-XXXXX-018 5-18 121 605-2178 0.9 0.19 24in/1 Strip UL ✓

IA2R2-XXXXX-030 10-30 124 1240-3720 0.9 0.12 24in/2 Strips UL ✓

IA1R3-XXXXX-017 5-17 130 650-2210 0.99 0.12 34.5in/1 Strip UL Pending

IA2R3-XXXXX-034 12-34 130 1560-4420 0.99 0.12 34.5in/2 Strips Ul Pending

Retrofit 
Strip IAXRX-

S2

Watt-Selectable LED Retrofit Strip Kit
Patented

These 2ft, 3ft, and 4ft Linear LED Kits were designed to retrofit existing troffers, 
wraps, and freezer applications. The ballast cover or refeflector of the existing 
fixtures is used to quickly and effectively install each conversion kit. This retrofit 
offers magnetic installation (screw and tape options available), greatly reducing labor 
expenses. It utilizes our Patented Watt selector, eliminating the risk of purchasing 
and installing the incorrect retrofit power and light level LED conversion kit. It offers 
up to 130 lumens per watt. It is a cool running retrofit that will provide many years of 
maintenance free illumination in one of the most user-friendly packages available on 
the market today.

XXXX☐ = Control: 0 = N/A | M = Motion timer

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options Saves on installation time and labor costs

☐XXXX = Mounting: M = Magnetic | S = Screw | T = Tape

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

120-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

84 50,000+

XXX☐X = Lens: C = Clear | F = Frosted | 0 = NA

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Sturdy construction, metalbody & PC/PMMA lens
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Retrofit 
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Watt-Selectable LED Retro-
Watt-Selectable LED Retro-

Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IA1R4-XXXXX-024 10-24 134 1340-3216 12% 84 48in/1 Strip

IA2R4-XXXXX-040 15-40 130 2010-5360 12% 84 48in/2 Strips

IA3R4-M40C0-045 15-45 128 2010-6030 14% 83 48in / 3 strips

IA4R4-M40C0-060 20-60 130 2680-8040 25% 89 48in / 4 strips

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Sturdy construction, metalbody & PC/PMMA lens

Retrofit 
Strip IAXRX-

S2

Watt-Selectable LED Retrofit Strip Kit
Patented

These 2ft, 3ft, and 4ft Linear LED Kits were designed to retrofit existing troffers, 
wraps, and freezer applications. The ballast cover or refeflector of the existing 
fixtures is used to quickly and effectively install each conversion kit. This retrofit 
offers magnetic installation (screw and tape options available), greatly reducing labor 
expenses. It utilizes our Patented Watt selector, eliminating the risk of purchasing 
and installing the incorrect retrofit power and light level LED conversion kit. It offers 
up to 130 lumens per watt. It is a cool running retrofit that will provide many years of 
maintenance free illumination in one of the most user-friendly packages available on 
the market today.

☐XXXX = Mounting: M = Magnetic | S = Screw | T = Tape

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

XXX☐X = Lens: C = Clear | F = Frosted | 0 = NA

XXXX☐ = Control: 0 = N/A | M = Motion timer

✓UL50,000+
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

0.9120-277

Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 
sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options Saves on installation time and labor costs

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Retrofit 
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Watt-Selectable LED Retro-
Watt-Selectable LED Retro-

Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAFRM-0XXXL-060 15-60 131 1965-7860 70
5.9 x 10.25 - 

12.6

IAFRM-0XXXL-080 20-80 131 2620-10480 70
5.9 x 10.25 - 

12.6

IAFRM-0XXXL-100 25-100 130 3250-13000 70
5.9 x 10.25 - 

12.6

E = Edison | M = Megal

Watt-Selectable LED Enclosure Retrofit
Patented

This new Enclosure Type LED Retrofit combines super-efficient LED emitters in a 
compact kit used to convert High Intensity Discharge (HID) or fluorescent lights into 
state of the art, solid state, long life, high efficacy luminaires. Created for maximum 
light output at minimum power consumption, this new retrofit is designed to fit the 
clients’ existing fixtures, further saving time, labor, and waste. Incorporated into this 
custom conversion kit is Invictus Lighting’s patented Proprietary Watt Selectable 
Control System. These retrofits are designed for years, upon years of operation, 
power savings, and is environmentally friendly. 

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

High efficacy and efficiency

HEX Retrofit 
IAFRM-S1

Multiple mounting options Designed for ease of installation

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

0XX☐L = Adapter: 

0☐☐XL = Kelvin: 

120-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 10v 
smart sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI)

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

50,000+0.97 0.14 ETL ✓

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Enclo-
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC/ES

T5
1 tube/1 driver

48" fixture
50,000+ UL

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

10-12% uplight Shunted or non-shunted sockets compatible

☐XXX0 = Lens: F = Frosted

X☐☐X0 = Kelvin: 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

XXX☐0 = Voltage: U = Universal Input (120-277v) | A = AC line dimming (120v) (Special Order 
Only)

External driver for safety and replacement ease
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Driver and LEDs do not share heat

550-1650

Retrofit T5 
ITXRM

Watt-Selectable LED T5 Tube Lights External Driver
Patented

These LED, Fluorescent tube replacements kits, utilize an external Driver which does not 
require complete fixture "re-wiring." It is shunted and non-shunted socket compatible, 
and does not share heat from the driver along with the LEDs, making the system run 
cooler and last longer. It provides 10-12% uplight as well as incorporating Invictus' wattage 
selector system. The driver and watt controller can be screwed in place , or the option of 
using magnetic connector is offered as an option. This is a true LED conversion, not simply 
a “Plug and Play” that uses inefficient fluorescent ballast. This kit can be purchased with a 
motion sensor. These tubes offer 110 lpw of efficacy. These LED tubes will provide years of 
maintenance free illumination and is environmentally safe!

IT2RM-XXXX0-015 5-15 120-277
4000K 
5000K

110 No0.9 0.15 80

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Page 17 Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED T5 



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAEEW-XXXXX-020 10-20 106 1060-2120
2.9 (Dia.) x 6.8-

7.3

IAEEW-XXXXX-040 10-40 104 1040-4160
4.2 (Dia.) x 9.1-

10.2

IAEEW-XXXXX-100 25-100 124 3100-12400 0.93
4.9 (Dia.) x 11.1-

11.9

Bulb-S2

Watt-Selectable LED Retrofit Bulb Kit
Patented

Invictus Lighting's new LED bulb retrofit kits allows the customer an option regarding 
new LED technology providing the capability of quickly and effectively converting 
older existing light fixtures to far more efficient LED Luminaires. It is developed with 
an external driver for better thermal management, and greater control. This is the 
only retrofit that is both universal input (120-277v) for simplicity of installation and 
provides universal wattage control (5-20W/10-40W/25-100W), and universal lumen 
output (530-2120/1040-4160/3100-12400) allowing full power and illumination 
adjustability creating a product that can be customized for any situation and area 
requiring illumination.
This retrofit is able to be easily installed, providing quick RoI by saving up to 80% 
power. This retrofit is an efficient way to apply new lighting technology without 
adding existing light fixtures to landfills. It is both effective and environmentally 
friendly.

CRI

100-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

80 50000 ETL

Wattage and lumen output can be set /reset to 
achieve desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation

Allows power settings for maximizing Return on 
Investment (ROI)

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee

Saves up to 80% power savings

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

✓

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

0.92

XXX☐☐ = Base: 40 = E40/E39 | 26 = E26/E27

Long lifespan, up to 50,000 hours

Easy to install and to adjust.
Allows every fixture to be customized for various 

light levels and coverage required.

☐XXXX = Lens: 0 = NA | C = Clear | F = Frosted Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Retro-
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IS2LL-XXX00-010 10 1210
22.33 x 2.49 x 

1.19

IS3LL-XXX00-015 15 1815
35.16 x 2.49 x 

1.19

IS4LL-XXX00-020 20 2420
46.34 x 2.49 x 

1.19

Bar-S2

Ambient LED Light Bar

83 50,000+ ETL ✓

The ambient light bar was developed to be used in places such as over bathroom 
mirrors, highlighting coves and recesses, in closets or under cabinets. This fixture is a 
high efficacy luminaire created for energy efficiency and long life. The angled design 
makes this product easy to utilize and it spreads light evenly for great coverage. This 
product is offered in 3 sizes and is easy to install, providing light for a multitude of 
applications.  It is built with quality parts and materials and will provide years of 
worry and maintenance free illumination. This fixture is effective and earth friendly.

No UV/IR radiation or hazardous mercury Direct to ceiling mounting or hanging

New modular design greatly reduces heat Fixture comes in white, black, and silver

Universal 2 wire input for 120-277Vac applications. No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee

100-277V

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 
6000K

121+ 0.95 0.13

☐XX00 = Switch: 0 = NA | Y = Invclude On/Off Switch

X☐☐00 = Power Kelvin: Replace with required length in feet
(ex: 05=5 feet, 10=10 feet, etc.)

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety Energy 
Star

IS09L-XXWXX-004 4 50 200 0.9 9 x 4.05 x 0.984

IS14L-XXWXX-007 7 51 350 0.9 14 x 4.05 x 0.984

IS22L-XXWXX-011 11 55 550 0.92 22 x 4.05 x 0.984

IS32L-XXWXX-015 15 54 750 0.93 32 x 4.05 x 0.984

IS40L-XXWXX-020 20 54 1000 0.93 32 x 4.05 x 0.984

☐☐WXX = Power Cable Length: 00 = NA | 05 = Standard 5 feet | For custom lengths, replace "XX" with 
desired length in feet (ex: 08 = 8 feet, 12 = 12 feet)

Bar-S2

LED Under Cabinet Light Bar

CRI

A new technology for kitchens and work areas. This new LED under cabinet lighting is 
a quick and easy way to get efficient LED lighting right were it is needed, either work 
light or ambient illumination. They are offered in various lengths and can be linked 
together for a variety of mounting options and placement choices. These products 
can be set at two intensities and can be set at 3 colors (CCT: 2700K/3500K/4000K) 
providing even more options and ambient effects. Easy to install, a variety of ambient 
choices, sizes, and mounting options; all in one fixture.

High CRI for vibrant color

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation 
or hazardous mercury

Can be linked via jump cable to power on 
simultaneously

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee

ETL Yes

☐☐WXX = Jump Cable Length: 00 = NA | 05 = Standard 5 feet | For custom lengths, replace "XX" with 
desired length in feet (ex: 08 = 8 feet, 12 = 12 feet)

120V
2700K 
3500K 
4000K

95

94

50,000+

User friendly, easy to install

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAWPC-UXXLX-032 12-32 115.6
1387.2-
3699.2

0.9 20% 70
10.2 x 11.9 x 

5.7
60,000+

IAWPC-UXXLX-080 20-80 117.1 2342-9368 0.9 20% 70 11.5 x 9.5 x 6.3 50,000+

P = Photocell | M = Motion timer

Eliminates risk of buying the wrong power/light 
level fixture 

5-25W model is angle adjustable

U☐☐LX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

UXXL☐ = Control: 

4000K 
5000K 
6000K

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & PC/PMMA 
lens

Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 
sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

✓ETL100-277

Progressive 
Wallpack 
IAWPC-S2

Watt-Selectable LED Progressive Wall Pack
Patented

The “Progressive Series” Wall Pack utilizes new LED technology incorporated within a 
state-of-the-art fixture that produces high light efficacy while offering full cut 
distribution. It was created to exceed the industry standard while granting a cutting-
edge design. Installation is quick and simple. The Patented Watt Control System 
provides the ability for a single fixture to be set at various wattages, allowing light 
output to be custom tailored for the application and for the area in which the fixture 
is to be mounted; If more, or less, light is needed, simply adjust the output for the 
desired light level. A ‘one fixture solution’ that can be used in multiple situations, and 
for many applications. This wall pack can be tilted to "throw" light further outward, 
and can be used as a flood light for signage or for highlighting. It eliminates the risk of 
purchasing and installing the incorrect power/illumination level fixture.

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Pro-
Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAWTF-XXXX0-057 15-57 117 1755-6669 0.9 20% 70

IAWTF-XXXX0-100 25-100 119 2925-11700 0.95 13% 73.9

Traditional 
Wallpack 
IAWTF-S1

Watt-Selectable LED Traditional Wall Pack
Patented

The “Traditional Series” Wall Pack utilizes new LED technology incorporated within a 
traditional type fixture producing high light output while designed to match the 
surrounding existing fixtures. Installation is quick and simple. The patent pending 
proprietary control system allows the ability to set each light at optimal illumination while 
controlling wattage and the “Return on Investment.” This allows light output to be custom 
tailored for the application and for the area in which the fixture is to be mounted; If more, 
or less, light is needed, simply adjust the output for the desired light level.

XXX☐0 = Control: M = Motion timer | P = Photocell | A = Auto-dim | 2 = Photocell/Motion timer 
| 4 = Photocell/Motion timer/Auto-dim | 0 = N/A

3000K 
4000K 
5000K

14.2 x9.25 x 
7.36

50,000+ UL ✓120-277

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Very high strength design for harsh environments
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI)

90 min. emergency backup model: IAWTE-XXX20-
070

Can be custom tuned for a variety of situations

☐XXXX = Lens: F = Frosted | P = Prismatic | W = Water Clear

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Tradi-
Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAMSM-XXXXX-100 25-100 118.9
2972.5-
11890

>.93 <14
11.93 x 6.77 x 

7.91

IAMSM-XXXXX-200 50-200 122 6100-24400 >.93 <14
11.93 x 6.77 x 

7.91

IAMSM-XXXXX-320 100-320 124.688
12468.75-

39900
0.95 <7

22.95 x 13.54 x 
7.99

☐XXXX = Cable Length: 3 = 3 feet | 4 = 4 feet* | 6 = 6 feet*

Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers, PWM dimmer, and 
(most) 10v smart sensors

Allows power settings for maximizing Return on 
Investment (ROI)

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & PC/PMMA 
lens

Multiple mounting options Optional lensing angles

XXX☐X = Distribution: 4 = 45° | 5 = 60° | 7 = 120° | 8 = 160°

XXXX☐ = Control: M = Motion timer | P = Photocell | A = Auto-dim | 2 = Photocell/Motion timer 
| 4 = Photocell/Motion timer/Auto-dim | 0 = N/A

MultiFlood 
IAMSM-S1

Watt-Selectable LED Modular Multi-Use Flood Light Fixture
Patented

This new modular, high efficiency flood light can be used to replace a multitude of existing 
fixtures. Utilizing Invictus’ patented watt selectable system allowing the customer to set/reset 
the max power consumption and light level of each fixture for optimization of the ROI It can be 
custom tuned for any situation. It can be used for high, mid, and low bay applications, it makes 
an effective flood light, and can be used as an area light for sport fields, courts, and parking 
lots, using optional lensing, allowing control of the coverage. This modular design was created 
with excellent heat management. All of these attributes makes this fixture ideal to be used as a 
mast fixture for exterior applications, and due to the durable construction and robust design it 
makes an excellent choice for interior lighting installations, such as in warehouses and 
gymnasiums, where heavy duty luminaires are a must. This is a great way to reduce the various 
fixtures usually required when selecting light products for large projects. Built for durability, 
longevity, power savings, with very high efficacies. The answer to your many lighting 
requirements can be found in this single solution!

120-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

70 50,000+ ETL ✓

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Mod-
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

ISGSA-XXX00-030 30 3600

7.281 x 5.313
Hieght with 

Bracket: 
9.829/7.255/6.809

ISGSA-XXX00-050 50 6000

9.664 x 6.918
Hieght with 

Bracket: 
12.799/9.447/8.79

Flood-S1

LED Traditional Flood

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & hardened 
lens

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Adjustable beam angle Options for mounting bracketry

This flood light provides the high efficiency of LED lighting, but in the form of the 
aesthetically pleasing design of traditional style flood lights. This fixture is 
constructed of a strong aluminum housing, and employs an anti-glare toughened 
glass lens creating a very robust and sturdy product. It provides very high efficacy of 
up to 120 lumens per watt! This fixture is developed to provide the purchaser a very 
long-lived, up-keep free lighting product, built for many years of worry free 
operation.

100-
240/277V 

AC

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 
5700K

120

PF

XXX☐0 = Control: 0 = N/A | p = Photocell

X☐☐X0 = Kelvin: 

☐XXX0 = Mounting: 2 = TR Bracket | k = Knuckle Bracket | 5 = T Bracket

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K | 57 = 5700K

50000 UL ✓0.95 80

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

Flood-S1

Watt Selectable LED Traditional Flood
Patented

PF

100-
240/277V 

AC

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 
5700K

120 80 50000 UL ✓

This flood light provides the high efficiency of LED lighting, but in the form of the 
aesthetically pleasing design of traditional style flood lights. This flood light 
incorporates Invictus' Patented Watt-Selected giving control over the power 
consumption as well as provides a way to tailor the light level to create the desired 
brightness for every area of a property. This fixture is constructed of a strong 
aluminum housing, and employs an anti-glare toughened glass lens creating a very 
robust and sturdy product. It provides very high efficacy of up to 120 lumens per 
watt! This fixture is developed to provide the purchaser a very long-lived, up-keep 
free lighting product, built for many years of worry free operation.

9.664 x 6.918
Hieght with 

Bracket: 
12.799/9.447/8.7

96

IAGSA-XXX00-050 20-50 2400-6000 0.95

☐XXX0 = Mounting: 2 = TR Bracket | k = Knuckle Bracket | 5 = T Bracket

X☐☐X0 = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K | 57 = 5700K

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Adjustable beam angle Options for mounting bracketry

XXX☐0 = Control: 0 = N/A | P = Photocell

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & hardened 
lens

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt Selectable LED Tradition-
Watt Selectable LED Tradi-
Watt Selectable LED Tradition-
Watt Selectable LED Tradition-
Watt Selectable LED Tradi-

Watt Selectable LED Tradi-
Unity Model



Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Light Name

Unity Model

Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAHFO-XXXXX-200 80-200 130
10400-
26000

IAHFO-XXXXX-300 150-300 142
21300-
42600

Area-S2

Watt-Selectable LED Area Light
Patented

This Roadway and Area Light fixture incorporates a new patented watt selectable 
output control system, allowing light output to be selected 'On-site', to the desired 
level. If more, or less light is required, it can simply be set or re-set, and adjusted for 
brightness or power savings (ROI). Finally, a new concept in lighting that eliminates 
the risk of purchasing and installing the incorrect wattage or light output fixture. This 
product utilizes premium components combined with ultra-high efficiency lensing to 
actively control the light distribution while granting a super high lumen output. This 
minimizes waste light and maximizing useful output, while reducing power 
consumption. The first Road/Area light that can be manipulated for efficiency, 
effectiveness, and to alter and optimize the 'Return on Investment'. A truly energy 
efficient, environmentally friendly, long life fixture, built to last.

DLC

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Type III, IV, and V distrabutions
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

120-277
3000K 
4000K 
5000K

0.9 70 50,000+ UL

XXXX☐ = Control: N = No Sensor | P = Photocell | L = Lightning Strike Protection | K = 
Photocell/Lightning Strike Protection

20%
23.15 x 13.98 x 

2.84

Multiple mounting options Optional Photocell

☐XXXX = Mounting: 1 = SF Bracket | 2 = TR Bracket | 3 = PD Bracket | 4 = U Bracket

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

XXX☐X = Distribution: H = Type III | I = Type IV | J = Type V

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Area 
Watt-Selectable LED Area 
Watt-Selectable LED Area 
Watt-Selectable LED Area 

Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IARPA-XXXXX-150 70-150 9100-19500 0.98 6%

IARPA-XXXXX-200 80-200
10400-
26000

0.94 7%

IARPA-XXXXX-300 150-300
19500-
39000

0.95 8%

XXX☐X = Distribution: H = Type III | I = Type IV | G = Type II

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Type III, IV, and V distrabutions
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

XXXX☐ = Control: N = No Sensor | P = Photocell | L = Lightning Strike Protection | K = 
Photocell/Lightning Strike Protection

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options Optional Photocell

☐XXXX = Mounting: 1 = SF Bracket | 2 = TR Bracket | 3 = PD Bracket | 4 = U Bracket

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

Street-S1

Watt-Selectable LED Street Light
Patented

This Roadway Street Light fixture incorporates a new patented watt selectable output 
control system, allowing light output to be selected 'On-site', to the desired level. If 
more, or less light is required, it can simply be set or re-set, and adjusted for 
brightness or power savings (ROI) and eliminates the risk of purchasing and installing 
the incorrect wattage or light output fixture. This fixture is created with safety in 
mind. It is quick to instal, uses a clam-shell structure to quickly access and wire the 
fixture. When it is "open," the power is automatically cut from the components. It can 
be purchased with a hotocel operated return for the use of power to operate holiday 
and celebratorial lighting*. This product utilizes premium components combined with 
ultra-high efficiency lensing to actively control the light distribution. A energy 
efficient, environmentally friendly, long life fixture, built to last.

✓

* The use of the return feed is at the descretion of the electrician and Invictus assumes no responsibility for any products connected to the 
return.

130 70
19.22" x 12.05" 

x 2.84"
50,000+ UL120-277

3000K 
4000K 
5000K

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Street 

Watt-Selectable LED Street 
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Light Name

Unity Model

Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

IAGFO-XXXXX-480 240-480
36000-
72000

27.2 x 9.1 x 3

IAGFO-XXXXX-720 360-720
54000-
108000

27.2 x 18.2 x 3

IAGFO-XXXXX-120 600-1200 136.7
90000-
180000

36.3 x 27.2 x 3

IAGFO-XXXXX-146 730-1460 137.8
109500-
219000

36.3 x 27.2 x 3

A = 20° | B = 30° | 4 = 45°

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K | 60 = 6000K

Universal 120-277V input,
347 - 480V input optional

No harmful mercury or specialized disposal fee Reduces energy cost up to 80%

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Instant On - maxiumum illumenation instantly, no 
waiting, no cooldown

Protective powder coating for lasting appearance

☐XXXX = Distribution: 

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 

XXX☐☐ = Power Cable Length: Replace with required length in feet
(ex: 05=5 feet, 10=10 feet, etc.)

AC 100-
277V

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 
6000K

150

0.95

15%

10%

80

70

100,000+ UL ✓

Fully adjustable over a wide lumen and watt range giving precise light and power control

New modular design greatly reduces heat

This stadium fixture utilizes new LED technology producing high light output  
designed to save power over all existing light technologies (such as MH, HPS, LPS, 

induction, etc.). Utilizing Invictus' patented "watt selector" provides a wide range of 
lumen output and power control. The main fixture can be adjusted to virtually any 

angle required, and each of the 4-6 modules can be adjusted up to 30° independently 
(15° up or 15° down), and each module can be independently set for a multitude of 
distribution lensing options. Installation is quick and simple. In case of momentary 

power lapses like lightening strikes or accidental switch off, this fixture will instantly 
illuminate, back on at full power, unlike HID. These fixtures do not contain hazardous 

materials, such as mercury. This fixture is both very efficient and environmentally 
friendly. The future of lighting is here, today!

Multiple lensing types requires special order
(Additional charges may apply)

Stadium-S1

Watt-Selectable, Full Adjustable Angle High Mast/Stadium Light
Patented

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable, Full Ad-
Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety DLC

Canopy IAC-
S2

Watt-Selectable LED Canopy Fixture
Patented

This traditional type, tight fit, canopy light is equipped with universal voltage input (120v-
277v). It incorporates Invictus' patented watt selectable control system which allows for 
custom tailoring of light output and power usage at the fixture level. Gone are the days of 
choosing the wrong fixture and installing the incorrect wattage light. It is rugged and built 
to seamlessly replace existing high-pressure sodium and metal halide canopy fixtures. It is 
built to offer years of maintenance free illumination and provide high efficiency while 
being environmentally friendly. A single product with the ability to replace a wide range of 
fixtures!

☐XXXX = Lens: C = Clear | P = Prismatic

X☐☐XX = Kelvin: 

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Very high strength design for harsh environments
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 

sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI)

XXX☐0 = Control: M = Motion timer | P = Photocell | A = Auto-dim | 2 = Photocell/Motion timer 
| 4 = Photocell/Motion timer/Auto-dim | 0 = N/A

IAC11-XXXX0-055 15-55 120-277
4000K 
5000K

136.27

Reduces energy cost up to 80%

Multiple mounting options Can be custom tuned for a variety of situations

10.43 x 10.43 x 
3.82

50,000+ ETL ✓

30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

2044.05-
7494.85

0.9 0.1157 73

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Watt-Selectable LED Cano-
Watt-Selectable LED Cano-

Watt-Selectable LED Cano-
Unity Model

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.



Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Light Name

Unity Model

Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@5000K CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety Energ
y Star

Bunker-S1

LED Outdoor Bunker Ceiling Light

Sturdy construction, aluminum body & PC/PMMA 
lens

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Quick Return on Investment (ROI) Special order dimming options

Clean Simplistic Aesthetics
Easy Installation

ETL0.8

3000K 
4000K 
5000K 
6000K

This robust Bunker style ceiling fixture utilizes super efficient LED emitters to provide 
bright light at a low power consumption. This fixture is built for simplistic good looks, 
created to perform for a very long time. It is constructed of a quality aluminum 
housing for strength, and uses a polycarbonate lens for high light transmission and 
impart resistance, providing high efficacy, while being shatter-proof. This lighting 
product will provide years and years of worry and maintenance free illumination.

Yes82
10.827 Dia. x 

3.426
50000

PF

U☐☐L0 = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

ISSCO-0XXL0-018 18
AC 85-
265V

100 1800

Reduces energy cost up to 60%

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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LED Outdoor Bunker Ceil-
LED Outdoor Bunker Ceil-

Unity Model



Model Wattage Voltage Color (CCT) LpW Lumens 
@4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 

(Hours) Safety

ETL

Tamperproof Canopy

Created for easy conversation New lensing provides optimal light transfer

0☐☐0X = Kelvin: 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K | 57 = 5700K

0XX0☐ = Housing: W = White | O = Brown

NOTICE: The specifications represent the highest wattage setting for each model. Efficacy and lifespan are increased as wattage is decreased.

Wattage and output can be set /reset to achieve 
desired power/light level

Generates very little heat and, no UV/IR radiation or 
hazardous mercury 

Very high strength design for harsh environments
Works with 0-10 & 1-10V dimmers and (most) 10v 

sensors

Maximizes Return on Investment (ROI) Reduces energy cost

2460-7380

Tamper-Proof HID to LED Conversion Kit, Watt-Selectable Canopy Light
Patented

This new tamper-proof 1x1 HID to LED kit is created with Tamper Resistance conversion in 
mind. It is equipped with universal voltage input (120v-277v) and incorporates Invictus 
Lighting's patented watt selectable control system which allows for full control of light 
output and power usage at the fixture level. It replaces the high impact glass lens with a 
complete LED canopy type fixture, It uses tamper resistant screws and can only be 
removed through the tamper-proof existing housing. This conversion offers high efficacy 
and is adjustable from 20w-60w. It is rugged and built to easily convert existing high-
pressure sodium and metal halide canopy fixtures into the newest LED technology. It is 
built to provide high efficiency while being environmentally friendly and offers years of 
maintenance free illumination. The perfect solution for tamper resistant upgrades!

IACL1-0XX0X-060 20-60 120-277
4000K 
5000K 
5700K

123 0.9 12% 72
9.06 x 9.06 x 

1.66
50,000+

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Unity Model



Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Light Name

Unity Model

Model Section Wattage Color (CCT) LpW 4000K PF THD CRI Size (Inches) Lifespan 
(Hours) UL DLC

Upper Section, 
3ft.

12-34 1560 - 4420

Lower Section, 
3ft.

12-34 1560 - 4420

Night Light, 
3ft.

5-17 650 - 2210

Upper Section, 
4ft.

15-40 1950 - 5200

Lower Section, 
4ft.

15-40 1950 - 5200

Night Light, 
4ft.

5-22 650 - 2860

34.5

0☐☐00 = Kelvin: 30 = 3000K | 40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

50,000+

45.5

3000K 
4000K 
5000K

130 0.99 12% 84 ✓

IA2R3-0XX00-085
(Max. 85W/11,050Lm)

IA2R4-0XX00-102
(Max. 102W/13,260Lm)

Pending

✓

Tamper-Proof Industrial Fixture, LED Conversion (3' and 4')
Patented Watt-Selectable Strip Retrofit Kit

These 3ft and 4ft Linear LED Kits were designed to retrofit existing tamper-proof 
fixtures; such as those used in military, many industrial applications, and in Detention 
Centers. This retrofit offers high strength neodymium magnets for an incredibly quick 
installation, greatly reducing labor expenses. This kit utilizes Invictus' Patented Watt 
selector, eliminating the risk of purchasing and installing the incorrect retrofit power 
and light level. It offers up to 130 lumens per watt. It is a cool running retrofit that 
will provide many years of maintenance free illumination in one of the most user-
friendly packages available on the market today.

Not representative 
of fixture’s wattage

Due to rapidly evolving LED technol-
ogies, all specifications are subject 

to change without notice. Continuous 
updating requires time to modify the 

product specification sheets. We strive 
to quickly add any changes into the 
latest catalog. We apologize for any 

inconvenience this may cause.
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Tamper-Proof Industrial 
Unity Model
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